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What is misinformation?

✓Disinformation: intention to deceive

Misleading 
information

Created and 
spread

With or 
without 

intention to 
deceive



Information hierarchy



Online and social media



Online misinformation



What about climate misinformation?

Discredit climate 
science

Confuse the 
political debate

Cast doubt
Alternative 

interpretations

Contrarianism

Scepticism

Denialism



What about climate misinformation?

Climate Ideology
Contrarianism

Scepticism

Denialism

Alarmism

Doomism

Misinformation Misinformation
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Who is involved?



3. How does it 
spread online?



Social media platform factors

Algorithmic 
bias

Platform 
construct

Malicious 
accounts



Human factors
Social 
normsIdeologies 

and values

Belief 
systems, 

confirmation 
bias



Polarization

HomophilyEcho 
chambers



How does it spread online?



4. Why does it 
matter?



Climate misinformation

Confused the 
public

Increased existing 
political 

polarisation

Led to political 
inaction

Stalled support for / 
lead to rejection of 
mitigation policies

DOUBT



Emotional responses



Societal impacts



5. What can be 
done about it?



What can be done about it?
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